
 

South African Installation Options Guide 
There are a number of different installation options when installing the Hydrapro EOH actuator. These 
installations allow for various different brake and trailer setups depending on your needs, preferences or 
trailer type. 

As this is an EOH actuator, an axle with hydraulic slave cylinders (drum brakes) or hydraulic calipers (disc 
brakes) is required. If your trailer has mechanical cabled brakes a Hydro-Mechanical actuator is also 
required. For the best performance we suggest using an oil-filled hydraulic disc braked axle due to the ease 
of access to the brake calipers, dependability, durability and low maintenance of wheel bearings running in 
oil. Please consult with your axle manufacturer before selecting an EOH unit for the recommended working 
pressures. Hydrapro is available in 1000psi, 1200psi and 1600psi.  

The Hydrapro EOH actuator requires an in-cab controller which sends a signal to the brake actuator when 
the tow vehicle’s brake pedal is pressed. If you intend using the Hydrapro with a controller not supplied by 
us, please ensure that it fits the requirements, is intended for EOH units and is the proportional inertia type. 
Time based controllers are not suitable and will damage the unit. 

For trailer hire applications, we have an on-trailer installation option. This does not require any tow vehicle 
installation but does not offer all the features of the in-cab controller. This installation also requires a 
battery installation on the trailer. This battery will need to be charged manually and maintained. 

With the use of our inline master cylinder, installing the Hydrapro in addition to a hydraulic surge (overrun) 
brake and/or parking brake and/or breakaway system is possible. You are able to mechanically lock the 
surge (overrun) coupler when the Hydrapro is used. This makes it possible to switch between towing 
vehicles with and without brake controllers by simply engaging or disengaging the surge coupler lock.  
To have these added features, replace your current master cylinder (existing trailer) with or install (new 
trailers) our inline master cylinder. 
 Please check the fluid volume consumed by your calipers or slave cylinders before selecting a master 
cylinder. Hydrapro inline master cylinders are available in 0.625” bore and 0.75” bore. 
 

Check our Products page on our website for a package that best suits your requirements. 

For more information or additional enquiries, please email technical@hydrapro.co.za. 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 


